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Morphology and SyntaxMorphology and Syntax
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•• CausativeCausative

•• ApplicativeApplicative

•• Noun incorporationNoun incorporation
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Syntactic inflectionSyntactic inflection

 “Does English have modality / “Does English have modality / 
evidentiality?”evidentiality?”
•• semanticallysemantically, yes, of course, yes, of course

 apparently, reportedly, must have, …apparently, reportedly, must have, …

•• all languages same/similar in the sense all languages same/similar in the sense 
that all can express anythingthat all can express anything

•• morphologicallymorphologically, no, no
 modality / evidentiality in English is modality / evidentiality in English is 

expressed by modal auxiliaries, not by expressed by modal auxiliaries, not by 
bound forms (unlike other languages)bound forms (unlike other languages)
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Structural constraints on inflectionStructural constraints on inflection

 Verb inflection is often obligatory in Verb inflection is often obligatory in 
some contexts, but not in otherssome contexts, but not in others

•• e.g. in English only present (3e.g. in English only present (3rdrd sgsg) is ) is 
marked for tense (marked for tense (--s)s)

•• Arabic: subjectArabic: subject--verb agreement on the verb agreement on the 
verb when the word order is Subjectverb when the word order is Subject--
Verb, but not when it is VerbVerb, but not when it is Verb--SubjectSubject
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Universal grammarUniversal grammar

 The same kinds of The same kinds of morphological morphological 
categoriescategories come up in language after come up in language after 
language (e.g. number, gender, aspect, language (e.g. number, gender, aspect, 
tense, etc.)tense, etc.)
•• a result of “universal grammar”?a result of “universal grammar”?

•• or a result of general human experience?or a result of general human experience?

 The The realizationrealization of these categories differs of these categories differs 
considerably, howeverconsiderably, however
•• e.g. inflection vs. auxiliaries, affixes vs. e.g. inflection vs. auxiliaries, affixes vs. 

particlesparticles
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E.g. genderE.g. gender

 German: masculine, feminine, neuterGerman: masculine, feminine, neuter
 Ojibwa: animate, inanimateOjibwa: animate, inanimate
 KujamaatKujamaat JóolaJóola: 19 noun classes: 19 noun classes

 Dyirbal II: women, fire and dangerous thingsDyirbal II: women, fire and dangerous things

 SamenessSameness: all languages divide nouns : all languages divide nouns 
into certain kinds (need (?) for into certain kinds (need (?) for 
categorization)categorization)
•• how are the categories expressed in language?how are the categories expressed in language?

 DifferenceDifference: they all do it in a different : they all do it in a different 
wayway
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ValencyValency

 Valency (or: valence) refers to the number Valency (or: valence) refers to the number 
of “roles” (or: arguments) a verb assigns of “roles” (or: arguments) a verb assigns 
in a sentencein a sentence
•• rain, snow: rain, snow: 00 rolesroles “It” rains“It” rains
•• cry, think: cry, think: 11 rolerole JesusJesus weptwept
•• beat: beat: 22 rolesroles II didn’t beat didn’t beat himhim
•• give: give: 33 roles   roles   II gave gave himhim a new bikea new bike
•• or more complex roles or constructions (e.g. or more complex roles or constructions (e.g. 

with phrases ‘I want with phrases ‘I want to goto go’’

 Morphology can Morphology can changechange the number of the number of 
roles a verb assignsroles a verb assigns
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PassivePassive
 Passive = taking a role away from verbs that Passive = taking a role away from verbs that 

normally have two rolesnormally have two roles
•• The governorThe governor broke broke the lawthe law
•• The lawThe law was broken was broken 

 (who did it is “downgraded”: this mechanism is very useful in (who did it is “downgraded”: this mechanism is very useful in 
languages, so that’s why many languages have it)languages, so that’s why many languages have it)

 English: passive English: passive constructionconstruction
•• auxiliary plus part participleauxiliary plus part participle

 Chinese: Chinese: 我打我打 vs. vs. 我被打我被打: passive : passive particleparticle, or , or 
coverbcoverb

 Japanese: passive Japanese: passive affixationaffixation (inflection)(inflection)
•• yakuyaku ‘to grill’ vs. ‘to grill’ vs. yakyakareareruru ‘to be grilled’‘to be grilled’
•• yomuyomu ‘to read’ vs. ‘to read’ vs. yomyomareareruru ‘to be read’‘to be read’
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Passive affixationPassive affixation

 BajauBajau (Austronesian, Borneo):(Austronesian, Borneo):
•• kitakita--kuku uggouggo’’ ‘I saw the pig’‘I saw the pig’

•• didi--kitakita--kuku uggouggo’’ ‘The pig was seen‘The pig was seen
by me’by me’

 Usually (always?) passive is Usually (always?) passive is markedmarked
with an affix, in comparison to the with an affix, in comparison to the 
activeactive
•• markednessmarkedness theory (present vs. past, theory (present vs. past, 

singular vs. plural, etc.)singular vs. plural, etc.)
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AntipassiveAntipassive

 = when the object is downgraded= when the object is downgraded

•• Mary is eating a pieMary is eating a pie (trans.)(trans.)

•• Mary is eatingMary is eating (intrans.)(intrans.)

 Common in “ergative” languages:Common in “ergative” languages:

•• MaryMary--ERG is eatingERG is eating--ACTIVE a pieACTIVE a pie--ABSABS

•• MaryMary--ABS is ABS is eatingeating--ANTIPASSANTIPASS

 or ‘from the pie’or ‘from the pie’
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CausativeCausative

 Adding a role:Adding a role:
•• I washed the dishesI washed the dishes
•• I I made himmade him wash the dishes (English)wash the dishes (English)

 Many languages have a morphological Many languages have a morphological 
affix for causativesaffix for causatives
•• Kujamaat Jóola:   teyKujamaat Jóola:   tey--en   ‘runen   ‘run--CAUS’CAUS’

 Isolated English examples (Ablaut): Isolated English examples (Ablaut): 
drink drink -- drenchdrench sit sit -- setset
lie lie -- laylay fall fall -- fell (from PGmc)fell (from PGmc)
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ApplicativeApplicative

 English:English:
•• I bought a bottle of wineI bought a bottle of wine

•• I bought I bought himhim a bottle of wine / a bottle of wine / for himfor him

 beneficiary, maleficiary, goal, instrument, beneficiary, maleficiary, goal, instrument, 
location, motivelocation, motive

 Kichaga (Bantu):Kichaga (Bantu):
•• lyly--aa eat (a=final vowel)eat (a=final vowel)

•• lyilyi--ii eateat--for (applicative)for (applicative)
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Verb compoundingVerb compounding

 Absent in EnglishAbsent in English
•• a few exceptions: e.g. stira few exceptions: e.g. stir--fry, kickfry, kick--startstart, , 

forceforce--feed feed 

•• the first verb expresses a manner with which the first verb expresses a manner with which 
the action expressed by the second verb is the action expressed by the second verb is 
carried outcarried out

Chinese: Three types (Packard)Chinese: Three types (Packard)

 V1 and V2 are (nearly) synonymousV1 and V2 are (nearly) synonymous
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 V1 and V2 different meaningsV1 and V2 different meanings

 OthersOthers

 ResultativesResultatives

 tingting--dongdong
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Noun incorporationNoun incorporation

 Not in English: Not in English: I buy shoppingI buy shopping
*I shop*I shop--dodo

-- shop: uninflected formshop: uninflected form
-- cf. Japanese (cf. Japanese (surusuru))

 NahuatlNahuatl:: I eat the fleshI eat the flesh
I fleshI flesh--eateat

Verb’s roles are Verb’s roles are incorporatedincorporated into the into the 
verbal expression itselfverbal expression itself
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Cf. compound formationCf. compound formation

 Noun incorporation:Noun incorporation:

e.g. I eat e.g. I eat fleshflesh →→ I I fleshflesh--eateat

‘flesh’ is unmarked for case, plural etc.‘flesh’ is unmarked for case, plural etc.

 Compare: compounding:Compare: compounding:

He deals in carsHe deals in cars

He is a He is a carcar--dealer (*carsdealer (*cars--dealer)dealer)

‘car’ is similarly unmarked‘car’ is similarly unmarked
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SummarySummary

 Morphology can affect the syntactic status Morphology can affect the syntactic status 
of verbs, such as by taking away or of verbs, such as by taking away or 
adding thetaadding theta--rolesroles
•• alternatively: focus/alternatively: focus/unfocusunfocus some information some information 

 Common patterns found include passive Common patterns found include passive 
and causative. Other terms include and causative. Other terms include 
antipassive, applicative and middleantipassive, applicative and middle

 Noun incorporation takes away all roles, Noun incorporation takes away all roles, 
resulting in a compoundresulting in a compound--like formationlike formation
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HomeworkHomework

 Read chapter 7 very Read chapter 7 very veryvery carefully; note carefully; note 
down any questionsdown any questions

 Please prepare exercises Please prepare exercises 11--44 for classfor class

 Don’t forget to hunt for new words!Don’t forget to hunt for new words!

 Thank You~~Thank You~~


